As the hippos of January vanish from existence, and the pikas of February hop out of their dens, a new entity has forced its way into the CoE. Yes, the Dearborn Underground is alive and real. Their evil plans to disrupt the Civil Profession are forming even as we speak. Then there’s That Jon Character, lurking in the background, assembling an army of stalkers. Will Nick and the BattleWalrus Brigade be enough to stop them? Stay tuned.

In this issue, we will unleash upon the world the mighty torrent of a month’s worth of Larson Fails. Hang onto your Chia Pets, everyone! We’re goin’ in!

In Brief:
- The Andrew Hainen shall be put to death. He will be condemned to 150 years of playing Sonic Unleashed over and over again, just to drill into his head how terrible Sonic is.
- Heh, Matt’s up to another plot. A plan to Cage Kenny? Check. A plan to fill a trash can with banana peels? Check. Sending Arex to the Kitty Rehab Center. Perhaps…
- Larson Mission Update: Accidentally deposited the plans for fleet’s battle deployment in the opposition’s main computer. Oops?
- Newsflash! Jon’s being wasteful! Warren’s Shotgun! Deploy!
- Ah, Nikhil’s Command Center has been overrun by poker players! Those despicable people. Do they not know that every Rambo deserves his command center?
- Gibbsov’s Declaration to the Common Mechanical Engineer: Code up Project 3 in 1 line. It is possible. “It’s people like you who make Terry cry.”
- Bruce Willis, quite possibly the only person who is comfortable sailing in a boat that’s underwater. He’s just that B.A.
- Poker in an elevator-- so this is how the Dilanese spend their time in the Post-Gromerian Era…
- A Wild Monday Appeared! Ben used Racist Lunch! It was super-effective! (Monday-type Pokémon are weak to Fried Chicken)
- Paulus the Liberator has successfully incited an uprising against the Snotty Kid. Finally, Sexy G and Sexy J unite for a common cause! +10 Ally Points. -1 Deutsche Bank point.

Robert Tip of the Week

Robert’s Law of Brute Shots: Use the Brute Shot

“*After hearing that Jeremiah got into the CoE*

“I will gargle in your honor”
Larson_Fail_Log
Alright, so here we go with a month and a half’s worth of Larson Fails. Enjoy! And to all you wasteful out there (I’m looking at you, Jon) Don’t waste this opportunity for lols. Also this week, we roll out the new look of the fail terminal.

#60: Larson was at the Highlands and needed a mouse, so Robert gave him a ride back to Bursley to get it. However, once they got there, Larson discovered that he did not have his room key or MCard, so they had to go back.

#61: Tried to flick an ice cube upwards so he could catch it in his mouth. Instead, accidentally flung it away, almost hitting some people.

#62: At the airport, Larson’s belt ticked off the sensors, so he had to take it off. After he walked through the metal detector again, his pants fell down. (An old lady appreciated his Michigan boxers)

#63: In Best Buy, Larson was showing Jamie some of the cameras. "...and you can see they've got the real hardcore $500 ones" and promptly dropped the real hardcore $500 one.

#64: In the middle of the aisle at the grocery store, Larson leaned back onto a pole... except he missed by just enough that he slid down and around the pole and landed on his rear...

#65: Ran down the stairs outside of 4th Doug and slipped on the bottom step, landing on his laptop.

#66: Jumped off of the bus and landed on his feet, only to have his feet slide out from under him.

#67: At the cafeteria, got a tray of food and sat down with 4th Doug, right in the back. Then noticed that he needed a fork, a spoon, and a knife, so he went back to get them. Came back with a fork. Realized that he still needed a spoon and a knife, so he went back to get those. Came back with a spoon...

#68: In his sleep, knocked his clipboard off of his bed onto his laptop. (Poor laptop...)

#69: Changed a configuration file on his CAEN account and made it so that no commands worked.

#70: While walking down the stairs at Mojo, weeks after his most recent fail, Larson said to Jeremiah "You know, I've been doing a much better job with coordination lately". At the bottom of the stairs, there was an obstruction, blocking the rightmost two feet of the bottom of the stairs, where Larson was walking, but he did not see it...

#71: While eating with Flo and her hall, Larson tried to demonstrate the salt&pepper switch prank. However, he noticed that there was still salt coming out of the salt shaker, which meant that the pepper was about to fall into the salt. So Larson came up with a trick to get the pepper out while minimizing wasted salt, but while he was doing that, he knocked over the open pepper shaker, leaving a nice large pile of pepper in the middle of the table.
That concludes today’s entry into this most noble of wooly literature.  
May ye cave stay warm and dry!
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